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City Gasoline Prices Drop

By DORIS INNIS

Gasoline prices dropped recently because of heavy competition from nearby independent stations operating at a lower cost.

A worker at a local station reported, "We dropped our gas price from 69 cents to 63 cents per gallon. This is a big help to our business."

Competition is cutting city gas prices. (Staff photo by Steve Sooy)

Kissingers Arrive

Israel Gets Peace Plans

JERUSALEM (UPI) — Secretary of State Henry Kissinger arrived in Israel Saturday and conferred with Egyptian Foreign Minister Sadek after receiving continued opposition from Syria on the way.

An official Palestinian Radio report said the UPI delegation was given a tour of the West Bank by Kissinger. A similar report came from the Washington Post.

Kissinger and Sadek later gathered at the UPI's Jerusalem International Airport last evening.

The Kissinger-Sadek exchange was confirmed byPrimitive
to the Syrian delegation to the United Nations. The meeting was held at the UPI's Jerusalem International Airport.

Daughter Born

To Guru's Wife

MADAN CANTON, India — The wife of Madan Canton, a guru in this western Indian village, was taken to the hospital last week after her daughter was born.

The child, a male, was named Kuil after the birth.

The birth was attended by a traditional healer, a local doctor, and a midwife.

The baby was wrapped in a blanket and bathed with water.
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Road Mishaps Fatal

City Shooting

Ford, Susan Meet Barbra

Wife Beating Sparks Fatal

City Shooting Three

The Paper That Tells Both Sides

CIA Attempted To Kill Castro?

By JACK ANDERSON

WASHINGTON — Press accounts have identified Cuba's Fidel Castro as the target of all of the CIA's assassination plots. The New York Times has published a story about the CIA's role in the murder of two Cuban leaders, Juan Fernandez and Luis Casas. The Times story was based on information provided by the U.S. government.

The CIA was involved in at least one attempt to assassinate Castro in the early 1960s. The Times said the CIA had been involved in the attack on Castro in February 1962, which resulted in the Cuban leader's death.

The story was based on information provided by the U.S. government.

The CIA did not deny the rush to kill Castro's cabinet. The CIA has always maintained that the attempts were made in self-defense.

On February 16, 1962, the CIA attempted to assassinate Castro with a bomb placed in a car near his home in Havana. The bomb was found and destroyed by Cuban troops.

The CIA did not deny the rush to kill Castro. The CIA has always maintained that the attempts were made in self-defense.

The CIA did not deny the rush to kill Castro. The CIA has always maintained that the attempts were made in self-defense.

Echoes from the TV dramas, "Marilyn: A Life," "The Paper That Tells Both Sides," "CIA Attempted To Kill Castro?$" are available on special prices. For details, see CIREMO on Page 3
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Sound Off
Do You Back Cambodian Aid?

President Ford has asked that Cambodia be given emergency aid in the midst of its civil war. He has also asked Congress to consider giving emergency aid to Cambodia in the midst of its civil war. He has also asked Congress to consider giving emergency aid to Cambodia in the midst of its civil war.

The president's request was made in a letter to Congress, which was released by the White House.
Gloria Curtises To Queen In Cotton

Couple Balks At Intimacy Of Sleeping Arrangements

The Country Look

from THE STIFFEL COLLECTION

UNEXPECTED VALUE!
Install Power Guard central air conditioning and buy a Whirlpool undercounter dishwasher with Super Score Cycle for only $99
FREE! Range Set WITH FREE HOME ESTIMATE

"SHORT SHAG"
Pretty length in density, energy throughwoven pattern. $99 Worth, $59 Sale Price
SALE PRICE $59.99

"PLUSH SHAG"
The plush look, short cut pile. Nice color. $59 Worth, $39 Sale Price
SALE PRICE $39.99

"HI-LOW SHAG"
A rich combination of normal pile and napping. $99 Worth, $79 Sale Price
SALE PRICE $79.99

"Sculptured Shag"
A dramatic, full look, very textural, $99 Worth, $79 Sale Price
SALE PRICE $79.99

"KITCHEN CARPET"
Tight weave, heavy, 100% acrylic. $99 Worth, $79 Sale Price
SALE PRICE $79.99

"Cut Loop" Light, plush, beautiful, wool color, $99 Worth, $69 Sale Price
SALE PRICE $69.99

"Herringbone" Modern pattern, $99 Worth, $79 Sale Price
SALE PRICE $79.99

Call Da-Bar Heating & Air Conditioning 848-2895

The Carpet Professionals

Walk Into A World Of Carpet At CARPET WORLD
The Vicuña

The vicuña is a member of the camel family. It is a close relative to the llama. It lives in the high mountains of Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia. Because it has been hunted for its beautiful wool coat, it is on the threatened animal list. The vicuña eats grass. Most of them live in herds. They are known for their speed and abilities to survive in the high mountains.

Time Try 'N' Find

What Would You Do?
You are making plans for the next 10 days of your life. Make a list of what you are sure will happen. 1. Make a list of what you are sure will happen. 2. Make a list of what you are sure won't happen. 3. Make a list of what you are sure will happen. 4. Make a list of what you are sure will happen. 5. Make a list of what you are sure will happen. 6. Make a list of what you are sure will happen. 7. Make a list of what you are sure will happen. 8. Make a list of what you are sure will happen. 9. Make a list of what you are sure will happen. 10. Make a list of what you are sure will happen.
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A peep into the future:

Life in the Year 2000

No one really knows exactly what life will be like 20 years from now. Futurists and educators who study the future are talking about the different changes and alternatives that could take place.

There are three types of futures:
1. Probable: What we are pretty sure will happen. For example, we do know that there will be many more machines to do our work.
2. Possible: What we think might happen, but we aren't really sure. For example, we might have some form of programming but don't really know for certain.
3. Preferable: What we would like to see happen by using our best scientific minds and resources. For example, it would be preferable to find a new source of energy that is cheap, plentiful, and clean.

Food
You will probably eat less meat and more grains and vegetables. You will probably also eat more fresh fruits and vegetables from supermarkets.

Clothes
You might wear clothes made to last for years, or clothes made to throw away when they get dirty.

Housing
You might live in a single-family house, but you will probably also rent an apartment. You might even have a home in the country and commute to the city by train or bus.

Transportation
You might travel in a small airplane or helicopter or even travel by plane or train.

Education
You might go to school by listening to radio programs on your radio or television set. A computer would instantly grade your work.
Editorials

Oil Power

Just how high a price are Americans willing to pay for oil? The sharp cost of oil organizations are now demanding President Ford to take prompt action to reduce the price. The President has indicated that he will consider another tax cut, but he has also called for increased domestic oil production.

India Vs. India

Pakistan is seeking a "Monday" of its own in the world's oil market. The country's prime minister, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, has met with several oil ministers from the developing world to discuss the need for an independent oil policy.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Aynard

Paul Harvey

Kneel At Our Nation's Threat

Harriet Van Horne

The Malpractice Mess

State Editors Say

Check Ninety Sun Agains

Billy Graham

A bar graph showing the growth of oil production in the United States over the past decade is shown on the left. The graph indicates a steady increase in production, with the highest rate reached in 1978.

Sylvia Porter

Need Job? Try Temporary Help

Cleveland County

Stock Show Set

Two Kidney Recipients 'Doing Fine'

Boynton Grads Buy Their School Back

According to the Federal Reserve's latest report, the country's economy is recovering from the recession. The report notes that the unemployment rate has fallen to 4.5%, the lowest level in 20 years.

It's a rainy day in the city as seen in a photo on the right. The city is known for its heavy rainfall and the photo captures the essence of the rainy weather.

Cleveland County is hosting its annual stock show, which features various agricultural activities and competitions. The show is expected to attract thousands of visitors from different parts of the state.

Two kidney recipients are doing fine, according to their doctors. The patients, who underwent a successful transplant operation, are recovering well and are expected to lead normal lives.

Boynton Grads are purchasing their school back from the government. The graduates have raised funds and are planning to restore the school to its former glory.

National Briefs

Lon Nol Asked

To Step Aside

The Phnom Penh Post is a new newspaper in Cambodia. The paper has been established to provide an alternative viewpoint to the state-run media.

FAR Draws Criticism

Prayers Said For Mining Boy

Only 2 Auto Plants Closed

Cleveland County

Stock Show Set

The Cleveland County Stock Show is set to begin next week, featuring various agricultural exhibits and competitions.

Crop Dusting

Crop dusting is a practice in which fertilizers are applied to crops in the field. It is done to increase crop yield and improve soil health.

Very Fantastic

Investment Opportunity

A bar graph showing the growth of oil production in the United States over the past decade is shown on the left. The graph indicates a steady increase in production, with the highest rate reached in 1978.

Very Fantastic

Investment Opportunity

A university professor is shown in a photo holding a book. The professor is giving a lecture on economic development.

Quotes

"Economic development is a process of political, social, and institutional change that leads to sustained per capita growth."

"Education is the key to economic development."

"Innovation is crucial for economic growth."

For Financial Gain

A bank employee is shown holding a folder containing personal financial documents. The employee is discussing the benefits of banking with a customer.

For a Cause

Figure 1: A bar chart showing the growth of oil production in the United States over the past decade. The chart indicates a steady increase in production, with the highest rate reached in 1978. The x-axis represents the years from 1960 to 2020, and the y-axis represents the amount of oil produced in millions of barrels. The chart shows a clear trend of increasing oil production, with the peak reached in 1978.
Killer Of Six Young Women Hunted

FOYT BREEZES AT CAL 500

Poke, Sooner Coaches Look To Next Year

NEW

The savings of group health coverage, for companies with 2, 3, or 4 employees

Distance Men Carry Sooner, Poke Flags

Work, Sacrifice Spur Rutnix
Richard Petty: Top Citizen Of Level Cross, N.C.

Roughers, Spartans Headline State Meet

Kids Help Wynn Realign Priorities

Raff Feels Like 'State Champion'

East Central Tips Off Late Tuesday

FG Kickers Should Thank An Elevator For Their Jobs
Ship's Pacific Trip Full Of Memories

Clarence Bayless Services Monday

For the woman who's at the heart of her family's finances.